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THIS IS NOT A HARCOVER BOOK but DVD-Rom for Windows PC! Firearms Guide 5th Edition is

the newest edition in Impressum Media's Firearms Guide series of modern computer search able

digital gun guides on DVD-Rom for Windows PC computersFirearms Guide: 5th Edition is the

world's most extensive firearms, ammo and air guns reference guide and gun schematics library on

DVD for Windows PC. Firearms Guide is the ultimate tool to search, find, identify and research

antique and modern civilian and military guns.Firearms Guide: 5th Edition presents over 59,000

antique and modern guns and ammo from 705 manufacturers worldwide. Guns and ammo are

presented with tech specs, features, prices, ballistics and up to 12 high-resolution zoom able

pictures per model.Firearms Guide is also a huge Schematics Library with over 4,850 printable and

zoom able gun schematics (exploded views) with parts lists from 400 manufacturers - for antique

and modern guns.Thanks to the massive amount of detailed information on antique and modern

military and civilian guns and fast search ability (14 search criteria) it saves a huge amount of time

and provides valuable info, prices, features, highest quality zoom able pictures and schematics with

parts lists. With just one click it provides users with all the ammo and ballistics data for each gun

researched.That's not all! The DVD contains 62,000 FFL gun dealers with contacts and 650

printable targets - ZOMBIES, Criminals, Silhouettes, etc. Additionally the Guide has a handy U.S. to

European caliber conversion section. Firearms Guide 5th Edition is newly built and streamlined and

has resulted in a super fast application - it works faster than ever before!Firearms Guide: 5th Edition

is the fastest, easiest to use, most modern and extensive guns & ammo guide and schematics

library for the 21 century needs of both gun industry professionals and gun enthusiasts.FIREARMS

GUIDE 4th EDITION - Five products on one DVD:1. Reference guide that presents over 59,000

models of Firearms, Airguns and Ammo from 705 manufacturers worldwide (45 countries)!* Now

with Antique & Military Firearms - machine and submachine guns, assault rifles and other guns from

Civil War, WWI, WWII, Vietnam War, etc* Computer searchable with 14 different search criteria!

Find any gun in a second!* Presents models with Tech Specs - Hi-Resolution Color Pictures -

Features - Ballistics - Prices!* Over 39,000 high-resolution color pictures in resolution up to 6636 x

1492!* Up to 12 pictures per model! Zoom in to see the smallest details!* Guns are presented in

different finishes, stock types and stock materials!* Exclusive U.S. and EU custom guns with price

tags up to $1,000,000!* Interlinked ammo and gun database. Check the stopping power of each gun

with one click.2. Schematics Library with over 4,850 high resolution gun schematics with parts lists

from 400 manufacturers!* Search for a specific gun schematic by manufacturer, then choose the

model and zoom in to see the smallest gun parts and print out any schematic.* Schematics are for



antique and modern guns3. FFL Locator - Database of over 62,000 gun dealers in the USA with

phone numbers and addresses. When you need a gun dealer find them by type of license, by state

and by ZIP code.4. 650 Printable Targets - Now with ZOMBIE targets, Criminals Targets,

Silhouettes, etc. Print as many as you like! Shoot as many as you like!5. US-EU Ammo Caliber

Chart - No more hassle trying to figure out which EU ammo caliber is which US ammo caliber.

We've figured it out for you, from US to EU and EU to US - works both ways!
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This review is based on a superficial comparison of the 3rd edition from 12012 and the 5th edition

from 2014.While I am into guns on an interest level, and find the whole database entertaining and

useful, I personally only shoot firearms on occasion. I'm an air rifle guy, and was flabbergasted just

to see such an extentive database of air rifles being part of the database. It had serious

shortcomings, though; wrinkles which I counted on being ironed out two editions and considerable

time later. Sadly, this was not to be the case. While much content has been added, the flaws of

previous editions have not been properly addressed.First, there's a number of double, triple and

quadruple entries on the same gun, which is not necessarily a bad thing in itself. Sometimes there

will be different versions of the same model, with one being so different from the other that it

deserves a serparate entry. However, I've come across several instances in which no such excuse

can be made. If a certain model comes with several different barrel lengths, with everything else



being identical, does that really warrant several entries on the otherwise exact same gun? - Not in

my opinion. And not in the author's opinion either, it seems: Many guns are indeed listed with only

one entry per model, while information on what lengths, etc. are available is found on that gun's info

page. That seems to me like the proper way to do this. While I can understand that keeping track of

tens of thousands of entries is not an easy task, I would expect this issue to come up and be dealt

with during quality control.Quality control does seem to be the issue here.
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